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Naouar Labidi (gFSC), Paul Kinuthia (WVI); Alberto Bigi (FAO), Thomas Ølholm (NRC), Joanne Grace, (SCI), Julie Mayans (SI); Davide Rossi (gFSC)
Ilaria Dettori (WFP), Fabien Tallec (CC)

Key issues/Action points
Follow up
Welcome back to Julie Mayans (Solidarite) - who will be part of the SAG replacing Anne-Lise
The FS CC representantive, Fabien Tallec (FSC Haiti), has been re-assigned and won't be part of the SAG anymore.
Another CC should be appointed.
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but official message needs to be sent to all. A direct message can be sent via the newsletter to communicate with
gFSC/GCC to follow up and
partners on this matter.
update SAG
The Statement draft was already shared with all 4 clusters' SAG (including the gFSC) - the original deadline was for end
of August, however the document has got many inputs and it is quite heavy. gFSC communication officer has
volunteered to take the lead for final edit (condensing, reducing, cleaning). The idea is to realease it ahead the UN
food summit (23 of September).
SAG to come back by Tuesday
SAG members generally agree that the Joint Statement is still missing an analysis and explanation on how the 4
clusters shall work together, what are the opportunities and the action to prevent, avert and respond to famine. More COB, with final comments
indications are needed, maybe not within the current statement, additional discussions are needed to identify clear
indication of joint collaboration; it was highlighted that some lessons are also coming up from COVID response (joint
response)
Next gFSC partners meeting will be in November 2021 (16-17-18 or 23-24-25).
SAG to discuss and agree on several issues: methodology/approach (online meeting, duration, break-out rooms of
discussion, etc.); contents: what are the main area of discussion and related voices from the field. The WGs will have
a smaller space compared to May meeting, as per usual practice (on May one entire day was dedicated to WGs).
gFSC to share with SAG, GPM
gFSC Secretariat will share a google doc with initial idea and approach to be filled by the rest of the SAG. In addition, work plan & initial contents as
gFSC and SAG will delvelp a small survey to consult with gFSC partners on area of discussion/interest for the next GPM well as a draft of the Survey
(Survey to be pre-filled already with some key areas). A task force within the SAG will work on the GPM organisation
after the Survey.
MTR is now online: https://fscluster.org/document/gfsc-mid-term-review-report-aug-2021
SAG members can look at priorities areas also as a background for the next GPM contents/area of discussion
The world food day in October can be a good opportunity for visibility. The gFSC can send a message to partners
highlighting some stories from the field etc.
October 4th

gFSC communication officer will
look into it and come back to the
SAG with some options

